HACIENDA DEL REY
fists are the true meaning of power

12x40

Everyone is looking
to snatch Don Ortiz’s
power and influence.
Everyone wants to
become the new king,
the next “rey de
la hacienda”.

Can a humble fighter one day become
the heir to the Hacienda del Rey?
“Hacienda del Rey” is realistic
fiction, a thriller about crime
and drug trafficking that blends
elements of the underground
fighting scene. The story of a
fighter who undergoes a drastic
transformation from the classic
hero to the antihero succumbing
to power, corruption and greed.
A young fighter is kidnapped
along with his family by a powerful
Mexican drug lord to fight in a
dangerous and brutal clandestine
fighting tournament. The drug lord
has lost his legitimate successor
and the fight over territory could
launch a dreadful war.

Matías Chávez’s life has never been simple.
After leaving Mexico at a young age, Matías
was raised as an illegal immigrant in the
state of Texas until the unfortunate death of
his father. Now, he’s been deported back to
Mexico, a country he no longer recognizes
as his own.
Lost in the city of Nuevo Laredo, Matías
struggles to maintain his dignity and that of
his family (his mother and sister), forcing
him to partake in a series of clandestine
fighting events.
Impressed with his untapped potential, Don
Ortiz pays Matías to forfeit a fight; however,
Matias’ pride prevents him from following
through with the arrangement. Now, Don
Ortiz has him right where he wants him:
inside the Hacienda del Rey.

Will Matías use his talents and
skills to regain his freedom or
will he succumb to the ambition
of power and money?

Episode One: THE MEXICAN DREAM
After being deported back to Mexico, Matías Chávez’s
dire financial situation leads him to get involved in the
brutal world of clandestine fighting in Nuevo Laredo.
After defeating and publicly disgracing Abraham,
Don Ortiz’s son and the possible heir to the hacienda,
Matías is enslaved and forced to fight in exchange for
his family’s survival.
Episode Two: BLOOD TIES
Salomé, Matías’ longtime love interest, recalls the
moment she was kidnapped by a Masonic cult, a
criminal group that spawned years ago under the
leadership of “El Capellán”, a vicious felon who
brutalized her and turned her into a sex slave.
Meanwhile, Matías endures a series of tests to qualify
as the hacienda’s champion during the
final tournament.
Episode Three: ACTS OF FAITH
Bárbara saves Matías from the clutches of her uncle
Rodolfo, unveiling an old family quarrel that seems
tied to a dark secret from the past. Meanwhile, an
attack orchestrated by the Masonic cult creates chaos
in the territory, destabilizing Don Ortiz’s businesses.
Convinced that one of the leaders of the seven
haciendas has betrayed him, Don Ortiz commissions
his daughter Bárbara to find the traitor.
Episode Four: EGOS AND TEMPTATIONS
Despite the risk of being punished, Salomé tends to
Matías’ wounds after he is defeated by “La Bestia”.
Shortly after, Bárbara’s investigation unveils the
location of Matías’ family and Don Ortiz agrees
to send Matías and Abraham to rescue them.
Meanwhile, Matías is not aware that Don Ortiz is the
true culprit behind his family’s kidnapping.

Episode Five: THE RESCUE
Matías infiltrates the location where his mother and
sister are being held captive, killing the supposed
perpetrators. Unfortunately, Matías fails to save them
both from the Masonic group and witnesses how his
mother is taken away.
Episode Six: HELL ON EARTH
To settle their fates, Don Ortiz agrees to a final
match between Matías and Abraham. However, in a
cowardly move, Abraham stabs Matias to weaken him
before the fight. Despite his wound, Matias prevails,
earning his right as Don Ortiz’s champion. During
the tournament’s opening event, Don Ortiz discovers
that the true leader of the Masonic cult is no other
than Don Gerardo Benitez, the man who murdered his
first-born son.
Episode Seven: 7 HACIENDAS
The 7 Haciendas tournament is about to begin.
Salomé’s thirst for revenge is nourished after
realizing that “El Capellán” will fight as Don Benitez’s
champion. Meanwhile, Matías prepares for his first
fight. Although he faces a weaker opponent, his
wounds have him at a serious disadvantage.
Episode Eight: THE SEDUCTION
After winning his first fight, Matías must regain his
strength and prepare for an even tougher opponent,
“La Bestia”. Bárbara tries to seduce Matías, offering
him his freedom in exchange for his unconditional
loyalty; however, he rejects her offer, earning a new
enemy within the hacienda. A new war is about
to begin.

Episode Nine: WAR
As “El Capellán” savagely murders his opponents
inside the ring, Matías swears to finish him off and
claim his revenge. Meanwhile, Don Ortiz orders a hit
on Don Benitez, but he manages to escape. Realizing
that Don Ortiz had plotted against one of their own,
the other heads of the haciendas cease to support
him, leaving Don Ortiz with very few allies left.
Episode Ten: THE FALL OF THE KING
Against all odds, Matías manages to beat “La
Bestia”, the man who nearly killed him in a previous
encounter. In the heat of war, Don Benitez orders his
men to execute a massacre of Biblical proportions,
leaving Don Ortiz’s estate in flames.
Episode Eleven: BLOOD OF MY BLOOD
In light of the attacks, the tournament is suspended
momentarily, giving Don Ortiz the opportunity to
regroup and launch an attack against his enemies.
Knowing that his mother is being held captive by Don
Benitez, Matías joins the assault. However, soon after
infiltrating the enemy territory, he realizes it is
too late.
Episode Twelve: THE GREAT LOSS
Matías has a hard time coping with loss as a veil of
spite and pain consumes his soul. He doesn’t know
yet that Don Ortiz himself single-handedly killed his
mother as part of a sick strategy to strengthen
his champion.

Episode Thirteen: REVENGE
Don Ortiz rallies the remaining heads of the haciendas
to resume the tournament and decide the future of
the territory. In order to win it all, Matías will have to
channel his emotions and challenge his opponent both
physically and mentally. His fight with “El Capellán” is
key to end the war and avenge his loved ones.

Finally, the fight is stopped as Don Ortiz and Don Benitez
face each other in a final battle from which Don Ortiz
emerges victorious, re-establishing himself as the
undisputed king of the territory. Meanwhile, Matías’ new
position of power gives him the opportunity to solidify his
presence in the criminal organization.
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